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challenges﻿ including﻿ invasive﻿ species,﻿ infectious﻿ diseases,﻿ climate﻿ and﻿ land-use﻿ change,﻿ etc.﻿








Zeppelzauer,﻿&﻿Breiteneder,﻿ 2006).﻿The﻿ authors﻿ extracted﻿Linear﻿ predictive﻿ coding﻿ coefficients,﻿
cepstral﻿coefficients﻿based﻿on﻿the﻿Mel﻿and﻿Bark﻿scale,﻿along﻿with﻿time-domain﻿features﻿describing﻿the﻿
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Figure 1. The logical flow of the proposed method encompassing a) signal windowing, b) feature extraction, c) concept drift 
detection, d) statistical affinity calculation, e) ESN-based transfer learning, and f) update of the classification scheme
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Figure 2. The determination of the topological ordering (for simplicity, only four classes are considered)
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Figure 3. An example of a DAG-HMM addressing a problem with four classes along with operation carried out by each node
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the﻿most﻿ important﻿coefficients.﻿Three﻿derivatives﻿of﻿ the﻿ initial﻿vector﻿are﻿appended﻿ resulting﻿ to﻿
52﻿dimensions.﻿The﻿processing﻿stage﻿was﻿based﻿on﻿the﻿openSMILE﻿feature﻿extraction﻿tool﻿(Eyben,﻿
Weninger,﻿Gross,﻿&﻿Schuller,﻿2013).
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In﻿ this﻿ section,﻿we﻿ analyze﻿ the:﻿ a)﻿ dataset﻿ used﻿ to﻿ acoustically﻿ simulate﻿ a﻿ farm﻿environment,﻿ b)﻿
parametrization﻿of﻿both﻿DAG-HMM﻿and﻿feature﻿extraction﻿module,﻿c)﻿contrasted﻿approaches,﻿and﻿
d)﻿we﻿present﻿and﻿comment﻿the﻿achieved﻿results.
Figure 4. The Echo State Network used for feature space transformation
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(Ntalampiras,﻿ Potamitis,﻿&﻿Fakotakis,﻿ 2009),﻿which﻿ have﻿ shown﻿ encouraging﻿ performance﻿ in﻿
generalized﻿sound﻿recognition﻿tasks.﻿The﻿ESN﻿implementation﻿is﻿based﻿on﻿the﻿Echo﻿State﻿Network﻿
Table 1. The recognition rates achieved by the proposed and contrasted approaches. The approach providing the highest rate 
is emboldened.
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Table 2. The confusion matrix (in %) with respect to the DAG-HMM. The average classification rate is 93.1%.
Responded 
Presented
Dog Rooster Pig Cow Cat Hen Sheep
Dog 99.4 - - - - - 0.6
Rooster - 99.7 - - - 0.3 -
Pig 14.4 - 85.6 - - -
Cow - - - 99.8 0.2 - -
Cat 13.9 - - - 86.1 - -
Hen - 0.9 - - - 99.1 -
Sheep - - - - - 17.7 82.3
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Figure 5. The comparative results of the transfer learning module when using ESN and SAE
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